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WP1   ”Forest management and 
Ecosystem services  today and 
tomorrow”

WP1 four deliverables,  (FMM= Forest Management Models)

1. FMM models description Deliverable D1:1

2. Alternative FMMs Deliverable D1:2 

3. Guidelines Deliverable D1:3

4. Demo-sites Deliverable D1:4



Examples
• Park management
• Oak for cork production
• Even aged mixed forest
• Sitka spruce and Douglas fir
• Continuos cover forestry
• Oak biodiversity set-aside
• Lodgepole pine wilderness
• Recreational selective
• Adaptive rotation

Together with local case coordinators  WP1 have worked with 
alternatives to existing management.
• Some examples of aFMMs (one from each country)
• Motivation for the choice of aFMM



What are the main reasons for selecting the aFMMs?

Biodiversity
Environmental values
Eco system services 
Recreation
Social values
Water quality
Natural land use
Cultural
Close to nature
More broadleaves

Production
Carbon sequestration
Saw-log production
Cash-flow
Sustainability and economics in spruce
stands
Green energy and biomass

Risk
Climate change
Biotic and abiotic
damage
Spreading the risks

Wood production
AND biodiversity
together
More broadleaves
Natural regeneration
Mixed forests
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Examples of guidelines Germany



The Netherlands



Use of modern technology

•The Netherlands - a very
nice example of

•1) co-operation with other
actors

•2) homepage

• https://www.vbne.nl/klimaatslim
bosennatuurbeheer/

• Establish forest 

• https://www.vbne.nl/klimaatslim
bosennatuurbeheer/projecten/26
/voorbeeldproject-
essenomvorming-siddebure

• More:
• https://www.vbne.nl/klimaatslim

bosennatuurbeheer/projecten/14
/voorbeeldproject-stimuleren-
verjonging-elspeterbosch

https://www.vbne.nl/klimaatslimbosennatuurbeheer/
https://www.vbne.nl/klimaatslimbosennatuurbeheer/projecten/26/voorbeeldproject-essenomvorming-siddebure
https://www.vbne.nl/klimaatslimbosennatuurbeheer/projecten/14/voorbeeldproject-stimuleren-verjonging-elspeterbosch


Italy



Italy, cont.



Turkey
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Low-stocked lodgepole pine
Normal Bioenergy Biodiversity

Planting density 
stems/ha

2,500 1,600-2,000 1,100

Planting cost €/ha 2,500 1,689-2,111 1,161

Ideal YC >12 10-12 <10

Management after 
planting

Clearfell around age 
40-45

Clearfell around age 
50-60

Indefinite retention

Objective Produce pulpwood Produce cheap 
pulpwood

Create open 
habitat, maintain 
forest cover



YC 12 – Height and volume
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For whom?

• Owners of low productivity blanket peat forest

• Primarily Coillte  – ca 29%, or 155,000 ha, of Irish forest estate on 
blanket peat 

• 66% public, 34% private



Utilisation

• In theory – high uptake and established on poor sites

• In practice - requires site by site approval by Forest Service & 
ambiguity of guidelines regarding acceptable stocking 

• Standard management in future? 

• Site established with 2,000 stems/ha in 2019
• Immediate planting due to weevil



Uncertainties

• Low stock forest = invasion of common rhododendron 
(Rhododendron ponticum)

• Volume growth not materialise

• Mortality high impacts on already low stock forest

• Future management of forest on erosion susceptible sites
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The Vale do Sousa case study area

• About 14800 ha
• Eucalyptus sp.(89%), Pinus pinaster 

Aiton
• Nearly 100% private ownership
• Small-scale stakeholders:

• poorly informed decisions
• low impact silviculture practices

• ZIF - forest intervention zones
• Wildfires regime

• Knowledge transfer and capacity 
building needed!!



Guidelines development



Guidelines development
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Demonstration sites and 
dissemination

• Guidelines printed and distributed to stakeholders
• Guidelines available online - ISA/CEF and AFVS websites

• Demostration sites location and short description on Google Maps
• Work in progress…
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
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Demonstration sites
How to find them?

• Maps
• Web-sites
• On-line platforms
• Workshops etc.
• Facebook and other social 

media
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Forestry in Lithuania nowadays
Struggle between the traditional silvicultural focus on maximizing 
sustainable timber production and increasing attention on 
environmental and social values
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Doubled the forest harvesting

Introducing or increasing environmental 
regulations, implemented through 
segregation management and integrative 
measuresTimber - one of the few 

domestically available raw 
materials

Modernization of forestry 
technologies

Liberalization of 
international trade

Privatization, including 
forestland restitution to 
pre-war landowners and 
their heirs

Acceptance of 
international 
environmental standards

Joining the EU 

“Greening” of society



Forestry in Lithuania nowadays
Nevertheless, forest management system still much based on 
approaches originating from the 19th century, matured under 
conditions of  socialistic economy:

Classical theory of normal forests, strict rotation ages and area 
control of age classes…
But most important - command & control forest governance
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Key question: do we need innovations?
If yes, how to implement new approaches:

Forestry bureaucrat = the only forestry expert = always right

On the other hand:
Public = the only forestry expert = always right



The role of aFMM demo 
To demonstrate both sides (i.e. forestry experts and public) 
that:

New ideas regarding the forestry may be explained, substantiated, 
demonstrated and discussed…

Absolutely sure, that new ideas need to be communicated in a way, to be 
perceived by both “expert” groups:

• Forestry bureaucrat
• Public

The aFMMs are in fact vision of enhanced forest management which may 
not be implemented physically assuming that they contradict current 
forestry principles and legislation

29



Alternative forest management 
models in Lithuania
We believe, that they cover most acute forestry problems in 
Lithuania nowadays
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Strategic goal for sustainable 
and RESPONSIBLE forest 
management assumes our 
responsibility BOTH for 
sustainability of ecosystems
and maximizing of the forest 
input on the welfare of the 
people and the country 

ADAPTIVE ROTATION AGES

Objectives: to stop reducing the 
share of deciduous trees, first of all 
birch, aspen (i.e. the ones recently 
considered as the weeds in the 
forest),  to demonstrate the 
sustainability of forestry with 
slightly changed tree species 
priorities, to be in a line with 
current forestry developments in 
Lithuania

CARE FOR DECIDUOUS POTENTIAL EU HABITATS

Objectives: to look more 
“green” in the eyes of 
environmental 
fundamentalists (???)



The solutions used by ALTERFOR 
team in Lithuania
Virtual demo sites to promote the ideas beyond current 
forestry:

• Developed by researchers
• Communicated to researchers, decision makers and (partly) to practical foresters 

and the public
• Via traditional tools (presentations, publications)
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Collections of “best forestry practices” to communicate 
advanced forestry solutions, which have been already 
implemented:

• Developed by practical foresters
• Communicated to everyone, but first to the practical foresters and public
• Via social networking



Virtual sites: some attempts to visualize 
the development of ES under aFMMs
Need to better elaborated…
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However, the least 
sophisticated approach works 
better…

Virtual sites: some attempts to visualize 
the development of ES under aFMMs



Best forestry practices

Network of “demo sites” linked to a specific 
forest compartment

Demo sites with recommendations of 
external forestry experts on ArcGIS Online



Demo sites are nice for the specialists, 
but what about more general public? 

• Modern and easy decision -
demonstration on social media.

• The aim of Facebook group is to 
share the recent forest research 
results, offer the examples of good 
practices and practical forest 
management decisions, based on 
the scientific data.

Facebook group “What’s going on in the forest”



Are we getting noticed? Little by 
little…

• 182 followers, who are coming 
from forest sector and are forest 
professionals, private forest 
owners or decision-making 
officials. 

• At the moment the main content, 
published in the group, are the 
Guidelines, prepared for the 
ALTERFOR project. Further 
content will be arranged in the 
same style as these Guidelines.

A screenshot with initial group activity

A post shared by the Foresters’ union of Lithuania



Public involvement? Yes!

Example of good practices, described by VĮVMU specialist

Positive comments by wider public
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How to reach the forest stakeholdersin Slovakia

Five main channels will be/are utilized

1. Demonstration sites (excursions)

2. Growth simulations of representative stands

3. Time travellingin virtual forest 

4. Web page hosted by Technical University 

5. Inclusion into education and dissemination activities



How to reach the forest stakeholders-case Slovakia

Demonstration sites (excursions)–classicexperimentalplots-practicalexamplesprovidedby long-
term plotsin thefield

Example-More flexibleeven-agedforestry

Seriesof plotsestablishedin even-agedstandswithdiferent ages = establishmentof 
seriesof experimentalplotsin maturestandswithdifferent age



How to reach the forest stakeholders-case Slovakia 
Growth simulations of representative forest stands –calculations visualized bygraphic modul of growth 
simulator Sibyla –presentations of expected theoretical development   

Obrázok Rastúceho lesa



How to reach the forest stakeholders-case Slovakia
3. Time travellingin virtual forest –theoretical development of forest structures affected by a new 
management presented in Virtual Cave facility  

Allfieldplotswillbesupportedbyvirtual presentations–Virtual cave

Twotravelsin timein 3D virtual standsand/or over thelandscape:

• Transformationfromeven-agedyoungstandthroughdifferencedmedium-agedforestto selection
forestat finalphases

• Impactsof more variablerotationson regenerationof even-agedstandand/or landscapeforest
mosaicwithin100 years



How to reach the forest stakeholders–case Slovakia 
4. Web page hosted by Technical University –all supporting information consisting of photos, maps,  graphs, 
tables, guidelines for implementation, discussion section, educational videos, information leafleats about a 
new management approaches and demonstration sites
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TARGETED STAKEHOLDERS
Group Main channels

Licenced forest managers for state, municipal, 
communal or private entities
Planning agencies 

Demonstration plots, Simulations, Workshops

Forest owners and their associations Webpage, Simulations , Virtual time travel

State forestry administration 
Nature conservation specialists

Demonstration plots, Simulations, Workshops

Scientists interested in forestry and ecology   
Forestry and ecology students

Lectures, Workshops, Webpage, Demonstration sites, 
Virtual time travel

Local stakeholders – local inhabitants, enterpreuners, 
companies related to recreation and water-related 
services, ...
Public  - NGOs, school teachers, pupils, citizens, 
tourists, hunters ... 

Virtual time travel, Webpage, Demonstration sites



Pros and coins 
Channel Pros Coins

Demostrationsites Themost accurate 
Attractive
Tangible

Longterm
High costs

Potentially affectedby hazards

Simulations Results obtained within minutes
Attractivefor younger people

Great analytic potential 

Potentiallybiased 
Loaded by random errors

Virtual time travel Easily imaginable
Veryattractive

Only for promotion
Very high investment cost
Time and staff demanding 

Web page Low cost
Exhaustible and effective

Study effort demanding

Education and Dissemination Higly effective
Interactive

Understandable

Limited impact
Time and expert demanding
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